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. RATE SPREAD. IN ELECIRIC lJ""TILITY RATE STRUCT1.JRES

by

Milton Kafoglis and Charles Needy*

, "Abstract"

. This brief articl~"seeks empirically to measure the role that "value-

of-service" plays in ele~tric utility rate structures.
/f!' ,,':'_

A Gini coefficient

is developed which measures the degree of inequality in rates charged to

various electric customer classes. A high Gini coefficient is associated

with greater reliance on demand factors in rate-illaking while a low coeffi-

cient suggests a greater reliance on cost as a basis for rate-n:aking. This

index represents a first effort to summarize rate relationships and is in-

tended to be suggestive rather than definitive.

The firidings indicate that demand-oriented rates ,as often alleged, en-

courage the attainment of scale economies. On the other hand, residential

customers whose demand is among the least elastic do not seem to share in

these economies. ~TI1ere rate-making is less "promotional," rates in general

are somewq.at higher but residential rates are somewhat lower. .:Though the

index and its interpretation involve bold assumptiqns, especia~ly with re~

spect to cost variations, they do suggest an empirical approach iuan area

which has been theoretical and speculative.

*The authors are, respectively, Professor of Economics and- Research
Assistant, University of Florida. The work was supported by-a-grant from
the Public Utility Research Center, University of Florida.
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The design of electric utility rate structures has become a topic of

increasing concern to utility management and regulatory co~~issions. Tra-

ditionally, utility rate schedules have been designed to recover cost with

a minimum impact on the quantity of service taken and on the growth of +: • ...
J.lDuS.

In recent years, such rate designs have been criticized as excessively pro-

motional by conservationist groups, as destructively competitive by certain

segments of the industry, and as inequitable by spokesmen for certain classes

, of consumers • This study associat'e"s "promotional" rates with pricing in
, .,

terms of demand elasticity and seeks~empirically to measure the role that

such promotion plays in J;ate determination. This effort leads to,~the devel-

opment of an index of "rate spread lt for the regulated firms in the electric

investor-owned utility industry. The index represents a first effort ~~d

is intended to be suggestive rather than definitive.'

Rate spread reflects the difference between the highest and lowest rates

in the structure. To the extent that cost differences do not account for
, 1

th~se differences, they may be associated with demand factors.. A greater

rate spread suggests greater reliance on value of service and, hence, grea~er

promotion and consumption. Consequently, this work has a bearing on the so-

called energy crisis, ecological crisis, capital shortages, and other current

problems which suggest that utility rates should be less promotional than

they have been in the past.

Thet'ollowing empirical analysis is restricted to the 197P operations

of privately owned,'domestic electric utilities. Data are available for"

603 publicly owned utilities [5] and 210 privately oYorned utilities, [4].

The publicly owned utilities have been deleted because they generally con-

'sist of very small, speciali.zed firrr.s which serv~ only two or three cus-

tomer classes and, in any case, merit separate study. Simila.r~, -54 of the
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private firms were found to serve less than four customer classes and were

elimjnated. The 156 private firms included in the study are generally very

large. They account for about 95% of total private production and 73% of

total private and public production. Even though the 156 firms comprise

only one-fifth of the total number of firms, they do produce about three-

fourths of the nation's total power output.

( -'\

The Gini Coefficient: An Index of Rate Spread
*

Derivation of ~he Coefficient. The Gini coefficient has been w-ldely

used for-the measuremen.J::~'~of the' concentration of national wealth/,a:!ld income

among various levels of incone groups and is sometimes employed as a

-measure of industrial concentration. It is used here' to measure the con-

centration of revenue burde~ among the four major customer classes custo-

marily used by e~ectric utilities. The classes, ranked in increasing order

of cus~omer size, are residential (R), commercial (C), industrial (I), and

wholesale (W). The -form:ula for the Gini ~oefficient, 2
also knov.."1l1 as the co.,...

efficient of concentration, can be written as

vhere G represents the estimated Gini coefficient, the subscripts refer to

the four fustomer classes, and

p ::: Dollar Revenue Contribution bv Class(lOO)
Total Dollar Revenue of the FirQ

and
Kilowatt Hours by ClassQ :::_-~ ~

Total Kilowatt Hours of the Firm
(100).

A graphical representation of three Gini coefficients is shown in Figure 1,

which is based on 1970 production and revenue data [4).

(Figure 1 about here)
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Figure 1

Lorenz Curves Based on ConcentratIon of Revenues
Among Four Customer Classes, 1970
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Line OABCE relates the cumulative percentage of revenue contribution to

the cUmulative percentage of total kilbvTatt hours by class for the Montana

Power Company.' Point A indicates that Montana Power Company's residential

customers generated 37% of the firm's revenue while consuming 19% of its

power output. Point B shows that residential and commercial customers to-

gether supported 65% of total revenue and 36% of total energy sold. Point

C shaHs that the three classes (R, C CLTld I) together account for 96% of

total revenue and 87% of total output. Fina~ly, point 'n must necessarily

equate 100% of revenue with 100% of output, since point n cumulates all four

customer classes. By subt:r'action, one can determine -the separate,~o.ntribution

of each class. Thus, the commercial category accounts for. 29% of revenue

and 17% of the KvrrI, the industrial, category accounts for 30% of the revenU2

and 51% of the KHH, while the wholesale market constitutes 4% of the revenue

and 13% of the ~{H.

~ote that line OABCD, known as a Lorenz curve, would coincide with line

OD if each of the customer 'classes paid the same rate per KWH of electricity.

Under such an assumption, thecorumercial class would provide 17% of the re-

venues (instead of -29%) since it consumes 17% of total output. The area be-

tween lines OABeD and OD, then, is a geometric representation of.the concen-

tration of revenue burden'among the various custome.r classes. The less
"'.~

even1)7 dis~ributed this bu~den is, the more dissimilar will be the rates

among classes and the 'greater will be the area OABeD. The Ginf coefficient

is determined by dividing area OABCD by area ODE. This is the graphical

. equivalent of the algebraic expression given above. The national composite

an.d :FlorJda Public Utilities. I~orenz CurveS in Figure 1 yield 1970 Gini co-

efficlents of .20 and .32, respectively. The national composite figure is

a ,\~(d.ghtec1 sum of the coefficients for all firms included in this study.
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Adjustment of the Coefficient. Although. customer class sizes may not

change much from year to year for any one' firm, large differences exist in

the "mix" of relative class sizes from firm to firm. If the Gini coeffi-

cient is to' provide a basis for firm by firm rate comparisons it must be

adjusted by standardizing the relative class mixes for all of the 156 firms

sampled. That is, the class' mi~ should be uniform. It.may be standardized

by assuming that the output of each firm is dis~ributed &~ong the four

classes in the same proportions as exist for the industry as a whole. This

3
gives a somevlhat bet·ter basis for comparing differences due solely to rates.

The adjustment--cf" the Gini'""·coefficient. is made as follows: fir~t , {q-e< output

and revenue figures are summed over all the firms to develop aggregate

figures by class for all firms taken as a group. Second~ these totals are

used to determine the class mix of KHH consumption for the entire industry)

which is 28.4% residential, 22.0% commercial, 37.4% i.ndustria1, ~d 12.2%

wholesale. Third, the total output for each separate firm is apportioned

~ong classes according to this industry mix. Finally, the ciass revenues

of each firm are calculated at the actual rates cha~ged by the firm but on

the assumption that all firms sell the same mix.

C0!ilPartson of the Coefficients

~

TIle -GIni coefficient thus calculated was .196 for the 1:ndustry taken as

a. v.7hole and displayed a range of from .039 to .296. An effort vias made to

discover which factors might explain the variation in the coefficien"ts. Re-
..

gression analysis indicated that only extreme differences could be inter-

preted reasonably. Accordingly, all of the utilities were ranked in increasing

order of their Gini coefficients, and from this ranking the highest and .

lowest decile groups (fifteen firms in each group) t,.."ere selected for the

purpose of making corrrpari.sons. These utilities and their coefficients are
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are shown in Table 1.

(Table 1-,about here)

Relevant comparisons of data for these lowest and highest decile groups

do not reveal any single factor (i.e., price, sales volume or number of

customers) that can alone explain the variation in the Gini coefficient.

Instead, the coefficient appears to be affected by a host of different

factors. Though no single variable can be singled out as dominant, some
.{ ..,.

factors are clearly more significaci,,: than others. We are therefore able

to describe the two extreme decile 6~oups, the data for which is aggregated

iIi Table 2, as exhibiting/ the followi?g characteristics:

(Table 2 about here)

1. The high Cini" group has three times the"total output of the low Gini

group. Although very large differences in output between firms exist

in each decile group, it is evident that tbe firms with the widest

effective rate spread are generally larger than those with narrow

"rate spreads, supporting the view that unequal rates lead to greater

output and larger firms.

2. The high Gin! group sells only about 44% of its total output to the

residential and commercial classes, while the 10\-1 Gini group sells

78% of total output to these two classes.

3. The high" Gini firms" collected $2,164 million in revenues~in 1970,
.:

which is two and one-half times the $853 million collected by the

low Gini firms.

4. The fact" that the high Gini group sells three times the output but

collects only two and one-half times the revenue of the low Gini

group indicates that the price of electricity is generally lower"in

the high Gini group, supporting (at first glance) the textbook
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Table 1

Ranking of Utilities in the Lm.;rest·· and Highest Gini Decile Groups, 1970

LOWEST

DECILE

GROUP

HIGHEST

DECILE

GROUP

.:

Cono"Ylingo PO,\\7er Co., Nd •••••••••••••••••
Narrangansett Electric Co., R.I ••••.••••
Hartfo!d Electric Light Co ••••••••••••••
Nevada Power Co .••••• t. ' •••••••••••• ~ ••••

Florida Public Utilities Co •••• ~ .•••••••
Hadison Gas & Ele=tric. Co. , Wis-c ••••••••
Massachusetts Electric" Co •••••••••-••••••
Green Hountain Power Corp., Vermon t •••••
Central Vermont Public Se,rvice Corp •••••
Upper Peninsula Power Co·., .Mich•••• ~.••• a·

Potomac Edison Co., Penn ~ ••••• -•••
Consolidated Water Power Co., Wise ••••••
Lake Superior District Power Co., Wisc ••
Citizens Utility Co., Ariz ••••••••••••••
Florida Pm.;rer & I~ight Co ••••••.•••••••••

Conmn.m~ty Public Ser..rice Co., Texas •••••
Missouri Utility Co •••••••••••••••••••••
Southern California Edison Co ••••••..•••
Pub~ic Service Co. of Oklahoma••••••••••
Central Power & Light Co., Texas •• ~ •••••
Arkansas-Missouri Power Co ••••••••••••••
New Orleans Public Service, Inc•.••.••••
Lousi&~a Pm'7er & Light Co •••••••••••••••
S\! Public Service Co., Texas ••.•• , .••••••
Portland General Electric Co •••••.••••••
Gulf States Utility Co., La •••••••••••••
Idaho Power Co .••.••••••••.•••••••••••••
Missouri Publ i.c Service Co.- •••••••••••••
Detroit Edison Co i." ••

1-Iontana Power Co ••••••••••••••••••••••••

.039

.O~9"

.051

.080

.097

.099

.112

.1:14

.115 "

.118

.119

.119

.124

.127
~127

.240

.241

.243

.243

.244

.249

.250

.252

.256

.259
.• 261
.282
.285
.288
.296
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Table 2

Cbmparison of Utilities in the Lowest and Highest Decile Groups_
Ranked in Increasing Order of Gini Coefficients, 1970

STATISTIC*

Kilowatt Hours (M)

% Kilowatt Hours
by Class

Revenues ($ M)

Price (¢/KWH)

Number of Customers

Customer Size
(Annual KWH)

GINI
VALUE

Low
I High

Low
High

Low
High

LO""l
High

LO\.1
High

Low
:High

R

21,075,000 ,
36,041,000

47.32
23.19

439,824
858,874

2.08
2.38 .

2,619,598
.5,864;121

8,045
6,146

c

13,539,,000
32,513,000

30.40
20.92

280,041
632,093

, 2.07
1.94

286,086
722,138

47,325
45,023

I.

'8,157,000
61'; 420,000

18.32
39.5?'·I·~

:\

11'7,846
, 537,883

1.44
0.88

11,002
29,681

741,411
2~069,337

w

1,765,000
25,439,000

3.96
16.37

15,623
135,513

0.89
0.53

152
457

11,611,842
55,665,207

TOTAL

44,536,000
155,413,000

100.00
100.00

'853,334
2,164,363

. ....'('--

I
\.0
I

*A11 of the ~igureB consist of, or are derived from, aggregated totals for each group of
util1ti~g. These statistics, then, are weighted averages of the data in each group.



argument that discrimination can reduce all rates. These comparisons

suggest that "promotional H rates may encourage the attainmPTlt of scale

economiesc However, the rate per ~~ is lower in'the high Gini group

for all customer classes except residential. If scale economies are

in fact achieved by promot~onal rates, it appears that residential

customers do not share in these economies. The KWH price for the high

Gini group drops from 2.38¢ for residential to O.53¢ for wholesale.
( ~

The corre~ponding decline for the ..~_ow Gini group is from 2.08¢ for re-

sidential to O.89¢ for wholesale. '~lese findings suggest that differences

in rate spread may in fa~t be associated With cross-subsidy. When a
-/'. .-~

comparison is made of the prlces for all four classes 'in Table

2, it is clearly evident that the high Gini group has generally low

prices and a wide effective rate spreaci. But the residential customers

are not enjoying the relatively low prices. The commercial customers

of both the high aTJ.d low Gini groups fare about equally well (1.94¢

·versus- 2.07¢ for the high and low Gini groups, respectively). It is

the large industrial and wholesale customers who are enjoying the low

prices in the high Ginigroup of utilities, and the low prices for

Ihese, favored groups are associated with higher prices for residential

groups. This tentatively suggests the hypothe,sis that where economies

of scale fire alleged to occur, residential customers not Qnly ~ail to

share ·but are -mildly -penalized. ,The usual economies of scale- argu:nent

for price discrimination may have a shaky foundation in terms of equity.

The effective rate spread is narrower in the low Gini group because

its inth:s~rial and who :2sale rates are much higher than those of the

. high Gini group -- not because the residerltial and cornmercial rates

aTe significantly lOHer • Residential prices ,in fact, are onl,Y 13%
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lower in the ~ow Gini group while their 'industX'ial rates are roughly
'"

64% higher and their wholesale rates 68% higher than the corre-

sponding prices of the high Gini group.

5. In every customer.class, the high Gini group has more customers

than the low Gini' group. But with regard to customer size, it can

, be observed that the high Gini group customers are 24% smaller in

residential, 5% smaller in commercial, 279% larger in industrial and
( ,~

479% larger in wholesale than' the low ~..Gini group.

6. When the thirt7 firms are compared geographically, the high Gini firms

are generally fo~dr clumped together in the midd2.e, northen1,'.and

~outhern sections of the nation. These areas are normally associated

with populations having a relatively large rural component. The low

Gini firms, on the other hand, can be seen grouped primarily in the

Northeast i...Tl, the great urb3J.~ centers (the exceptions here being two

utilities in Florida and two ~n the far West).

If the characteristics of these two decile groups are representative

of other firms having relatively low or high Gini coefficients, we can relate

the coefficient to several general characteristics. When compared with a

lO~l Gini utility, the high Gini firm has a larger absolute output and sells

a larger proportion of this output to industrial customers and other utiliites.

These induStrial and vlholesale customers are larger and receive ~lower rates

per KWH. ' 'The residential and conunercial customers, on the other hand, are

somewhat smaller and the price they pay is slightly higher.

Conclusion

The Gini coefficient appears to be the best available index of ~ef£ec.tive

rate spread· among the four custoFl(~r classes of the privately-ov,,~ed electric

utilities studied.' 1·Jhcp. adequate cost data becorr.es available for each of
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the utilities, the cost differences between utilities could be offset by

a fu~ther adjustment to the Gini coefficient so that inter-cl.ass rate

discrimination could be measured directly by the coefficient. Even though

such an index would measure discrimination (if the cost data were accurate

and complete), it would still not consider efficiency differences among firms,

since inefficient firms might have necessarily high absolute costs of pro-

duction or distribution. A satisfactory index 'of rate discrimiriation,

nevertheless, would be a very usef~l measure to obtain, and we hope that

this initial endeavor will encourag~~such an effort.

To interpret the impl.ications of the Gini coefficient, we must make some
~ /

rather bold assumptions about cost differentials among the 156 utilities studied.

If, for example, the cost differences among the utilities are assumed to be

zero or very slight, and all firms are assumed to be equally efficient, then

our findings would suggest that significant deviations from a Gini coeffi-

cient value of 0.196 (the weighted coefficient for the utilities as a group)

merit examination. Coefficient values smaller than 0.196 indicate "more than

average" discrimination in one direction and the larger values indicate such

discrimination in the opposite direction. Recalling that the rate spreads are

widened primarily by decreases in industrial and resale prices--rather than by

increases in residential or commercial prices--we might conclude that the high

Gini firms charge preferential rates to industrial and wholesale customer classes •
.:

This rafepattern also implies that low Gini utilities find the demand of their

largest customers (i.e., industrial) to be more inelastic than that encountered

by the high Gini utilities. Similarly, we can hypothesize that the high Gini

utilities find the industrial and wholesale demands for electricity to be rela~

tively elastic. Thus, they lower prices to these customers to expand output,

taking advantage of the demand inelasticity in other classes. This would account



for the tendency of these high Gini:firms to have relatively large industrial and

wholesale customers. Moreover, because these firms tend to serve the more

sparcely populated areas of the nation (i.e., the South), the low industrial

rates may in some part represent an enticement for companies to relocate in

their areas. It ~an be expected that the potential electric demand of a

transitional company is more elastic than the demand of a company that is

already firmly located. Rates that discriminate in favor of the large in-

dustrial and wholesale customers· :L,' this way ·could be justified on the

grounds that the added sales co?triputerevenues to help cover fixed costs

and also permit the utility to enjoy additional economies of scale. For

the utilities as a group, however, this does hot appear to .be the case, since.

the residential prices are slightly higher -- not lower -- in "the high Gini

group. The high Gini firms discriminate in favor of the largest customers

by lowering industrial and wholesale prices without making ~ignificant dO"'-7Il-

~ard adjustments in residential ~~d commercial rates. ·To the contrary, re-

sidential prices are slightly higher.

We arrive at a much different interpretation if we assume that varia-

tions in the coefficients are accounted for entirely by inter-firm cost

differences, rather that inter-firm differences in demand elasticity. Under

this assumption residential prices are slightly higl;.er among the high Gini

firms because these firms serve less populated areas vJhere resigential dis-

tribution costs are higher. The marginal cost of generating electricity

might·be found to be either lower or more steeply failing among these more

rural firms, so that the very low industrial and wholesale prices could be

explained by correspondingly lo~ an~ falling marginal costs. The industrial

and wholesale customers of the high Gin! firms are relatively large. He

have previously arg~ed that the customers in these two classes ~re-large
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because of the low eiectricity rates. However, this telationship must no\y

be interpreted to mean that large customer size causes low rates -- not vice

versa. The cost per kilowatt-hour of serving large customers is lower

than that of serving the small industrial customers, which characterize the

low Gini utilities. In addition, unlike the small residential and commer-

cial customers, the large industrial customers incur demand charges which

often persuade them to make a more'Lliform demand on the utility's output.

Electricity generated off-peak is le13S costly than that produced when de-

mand is at capacity.

Both of the foregoing assumptions, of course, are too extreme and un-

realistic. While the Gin! coefficient does measure effective rate spread,

this index is influenced by both cost conditions and market demand conditioilS.

-
Because we cannot so simply assume one br the other way, we·can only suggest

hypotheses at this stage. In any event, the effective rate spread index

promises to be an important analytical tool when combined with specific cost

or. market demand data. Further work along these lines would shed light Oil

the related issues of scale econorr.ies, cross-subsidy, growth and equity in

rate design. The ratio of facts to theory in this area is exceedingly low.

If this paper highlights this imbalance it will have achieved its major ob-

jective.
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FOOTNOTES

v
nation of these inter-firm diffe~. ~

~

ences in rate spread is that

·1The usual theoretical expla-

they arise through customer clas-

sification, as shmvn in the dia-

gram-on the right•. Suppose ·.that

two custom~r classes (A and B)

are both charged the same rate

. (R) and purchase a total of Q

o KWH

.. kilowatt hours which, in this simple case, is divided evenly between them

(QA = Q). The utility can raise rates to A, charging R
A

while lowering
. B·

tIlem to B, charging ~, and sell the same total amount Q at a higher total

revenue. The distanceRA RB is a measure of rate spread in this case. In

·the purely theoretical ..profit-maximizing -case, marginal revenues in each

market are equated and rates are inversely related to elasticity of demand.

Only in the case of straight line demand curves does quantity sold remcin the

same as in tIle non-discriminatory case. However, in all case~.total revenue

and profitare grester. .},Then the finn faces an earnings restraint, excessive

revenues can be eliminated by the regulatory agency, but this, of course,

does not prevent price discrimination from being incorporated in the design

of ,the rate structure. Indeed, it is possible that the regulated firm may

absorb excess revenue by selling in some markets at rates below marginal costs.

For a theoretical treatment see [1]. The formal relations for third degree
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discrimination 1lllder a revenue requirements re.straint ·can 'be developed..

using Lagrangean techniques. In the context of this paper these formal

relations have little interest because data limitations prevent sophis-

ticated measurement.

2 .
See [2], pp. '160-7.

~ven so, differences among the coefficients still reflect differences

in costs and must be evaluated carefully •

.:
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